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Abstract— Significant progress has been made towards making adhoc net-works secure and DoS resilient. However, little
attention has been focused on quantifying DoS resilience: Do adhoc networks have sufficiently redundant path sand counterDoS mechanisms to make DoS attacks largely ineffective? Or are there attack and system factors that can lead to devastating
effects? In this paper, we design and study DoS attacks in order to assess the damage that difficult-to-detect attacker scan
cause. The first attack we study, called the JellyFish attack, is targeted against closed-loop flows such as TCP; Although
protocol compliant, it has devastating effects. The second is the Black Hole attack, which has effects similar to the JellyFish,
but on open-loop flows. We quantify via simulations and analytical modeling the scalability of DoS attacks as a function of
key performance parameters such as mobility, systemize, node density, and counter-DoS strategy. One perhaps surprising
result is that such DoS attacks can increase the capacity of adhoc networks, as they starve multi-hop flows and only allow
one-hop communication, a capacity-maximizing, yet clearly undesirable situation.
In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), Denial of Service (DoS) attacks not only consume the scarce system
resources, such as bandwidth, battery energy, or CPU cycles, but also isolate legitimate users from a network. Therefore, DoS
attacks may impact the network connectivity seriously and may further undermine the networking functions, such as control
and data message delivery. In this paper, we will present a deep insight into DoS attacks and their impacts on MANETs. First,
we analyze the node isolation problem resulting from DoS attacks and derive the probability of node isolation, which shows
that the DoS attack exploiting fraudulent routing messages, such as BlackHole attack impacts the connectivity much severer
than other attacks. Second, we notice that the node mobility and potential attack propagation have hardly been considered in
the previous DoS attack studies; therefore, we introduce a dynamic DoS attack in this paper.
The dynamic DoS attack is characterized in exploiting the node mobility, dynamic power control, and compromised
nodes to spread new DoS attacks dynamically. Further, we provide an analytical study on the properties of this new DoS
attack, and explain its potential devastating impact on the connectivity of MANETs.
Keywords: MANET, DoS, BlackHole, MAC, NAV, RTS, CTS, LDPC, AODV, PREQ

I. INTRODUCTION
Since mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) do not
require Pre-existing infrastructures and can be
deployed spontaneously, MANETs are suited to a
plenty of applications both in civilian environments,
such as disaster relief and spontaneous conference,
and in military environments, such as battlefield
deployments and sensor networks. Originally,
MANETs are expected to be more reliable than
structured networks because all network entities
should work cooperatively and the notorious singlepoint-failure problem may be avoided by distributed
computing. However, compared with the wired
networks, MANETs are more vulnerable to security
attacks due to their unique features, such as stringent
power constraints, error-prone communication media
and highly dynamic network topology.
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Confidentiality, integrity and availability are three
major requirements of the information security for
any system. To achieve confidentiality and identity,
cryptographic solutions used in wired networks can
be used in MANETs as well. However, the
availability of MANETs has been challenged by
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks because DoS attacks
may impact the network connectivity seriously and
further undermine the networking functions, such as
control and datamessage delivery.
According to the layered network reference
model, MANETs are vulnerable to the DoS attacks
on the link layer and the network layer. A DoS attack
is said to be on the link layer when it can be launched
by exploiting any vulnerabilities of data link layer
protocols. For example, an attacker may use the
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binary exponential back-off scheme of IEEE 802.11
to deny access to the wireless channel from its local
neighbors [1].[3]. Correspondingly, DoS attacks on
the network layer take the advantage of the
vulnerabilities of the network layer protocol, which
can be further classified into three types, i.e., routing
disruption, forwarding disruption, and resource
consumption attacks. For example, Wormhole
(Rushing) [4], [5] and BlackHole attack [6] are
routing disruption attacks, and JellyFish, directional
antenna abusing [6], and dynamic power abusing
attacks [6], [7] are forwarding disruption attacks,
while Packet injection attacks [8] and control packet
floods [9] are resource consumption attacks.
Although many efforts (including above)
have been done on the impact of DoS attacks in
MANETs, few of them analyzed the impact on the
connectivity, which is an essential requirement for
any networks, especially military networks. We also
notice that all existing DoS attacks studied are static
because the mobility of misbehaving nodes is ignored
and the potential propagation of DoS attacks is uninvestigated. Therefore, in this paper, we _rst give a
comprehensive overview to the existing DoS attacks,
both on link layer and on network layer, in MANETs.
Based on the review of known DoS attacks, we then
provide a detailed analysis on the node isolation
problem resulting from these DoS attacks to reveal
the impact of DoS attacks on the network
connectivity and derive the probability of node
isolation. Considering the node mobility and attack
propagation, we next introduce a new DoS attack
called dynamic DoS attack by using numerous
examples, which illustrate how a malicious node can
enlarge the effective scope of DoS attacks and how
DoS attacks may propagate by compromising
cooperative neighbors. We also model the dynamic
DoS attack propagation by a simple semi-Markov
process to evaluate the propagation rate of DoS
attacks. The analytic results will show that the
dynamic DoS attack armed with propagation ability
can harm the network connectivity more severely and
quickly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, we introduce the network and
security assumptions used in this paper. In Section
III, we give an overview to the existing DoS attacks
and analyze the node isolation problem in MANETs.
In Section IV, we introduce the dynamic DoS attack
by examples and analyze its impact on MANETs, in
particularly, its propagation speed, followed by
conclusions in
Section V
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ASSUMPTIONS

Network Assumptions

In MANETs, many events may prevent
cooperative nodes from accessing network services.
For example, nodes may become failed due to
software bugs or battery depletion, so a node may be
unable to communicate with other nodes if its
neighbors are all failed. Nodes may also behave
selfishly by not forwarding packets for other nodes in
order to save their battery energy, which will also
tamper the normal communication service.
Nevertheless, the denial of service caused by failures
or selfishness is not necessarily intended by failed or
selfish nodes. However, once a cooperative node is
compromised by malicious nodes, it may become a
malicious node and launch aggressive DoS attacks to
other cooperative nodes. Because malicious nodes
launch DoS attacks explicitly and intendedly, in this
paper, we focus on the DoS attacks caused by
malicious nodes and their effects.
This work assumes that an ad hoc network
comprises a group of mobile nodes communicating
through a common broadcast channel using
bidirectional communication. The underlying
topology of an ad hoc network can be presented by
an undirected graph G = G(V;E), where V and E are
the set of vertices (nodes) and edges (links),
respectively. Two nodes have a link when they are
within the transmission range of each other; however,
we do not assume that the transmission range is
identical for all nodes in that malicious nodes may
change their transmission range to launch DoS
attacks by exploit dynamic power management
techniques. Although the promiscuous mode helps
some ad hoc routing protocols, such as the Ad hoc
On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing
protocol, to determine link breakages faster, and is
expected to be a basic method to detect node
misbehaviors [10], [11], we do not assume that the
promiscuous mode is used by mobile nodes by
default in that it is not appropriate to protect data
integrity for all military scenarios.


Security Assumptions

Since we focus on the threats to the availability
of MANETs, i.e., DoS attacks, in this paper, other
security issues, such as message privacy and node
identity, are not discussed here. Nevertheless, it is
possible that the integrity of all transmitted
information, including control messages, data packets
and their ACKs, can be protected by using pairwise
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shared secret keys, digital signatures, or symmetric
key protocol TESLA [12].With the protection of data
integrity, attackers can hardly disrupt normal network
operations by simply modifying packets from other
nodes or impersonating other nodes. However, it is
still possible for an interior malicious node to launch
DoS attacks against other nodes if it has already
possessed legitimate pre-shared keys or signatures.

III. STATIC DOS ATTACKS AND
IMPACTS
A. Overview of DoS Attacks
A DoS attack is an event that diminishes or
eliminates a network's capacity to perform its
expected function. Although hardware failures,
software bugs, resource exhaustions, environmental
conditions, or any complicated interactions between
these factors can cause a DoS [13], we consider
primarily DoS attacks launched by malicious nodes
in this paper. A malicious node can launch DoS
attacks on either the link layer or

the network layer, which are summarized as follows.
1) DoS Attacks on the Link Layer: IEEE 802.11
medium access control (MAC) protocol is current
used as the link layer protocol for MANETs. It was
identified that IEEE 802.11 MAC is vulnerable to
DoS attacks which exploit its binary exponential
back-off scheme [1], [14]. Because a successful
transmission leads to a smaller contention window, a
continuously transmitting node can always capture
the channel and cause other nodes to back off
endlessly. A modified back-off scheme was proposed
in [2] to solve this attack by providing the back-off
timer from the receiver end.
Further, it was noticed that the NAV (network
allocation vector) field in the RTS/CTS (request to
send/clear to send) frames exposes another
vulnerability to DoS attacks. Since a malicious node
is aware of the duration of the ongoing transmission
in its neighborhood, it can transmit just a few bits to
interfere the ongoing link-layer frames with a trivial
energy cost. Reference [15] studied this jamming
problem in detail and concluded that the Low Density
Parity Codes (LDPC) should be used for binary
modulation to mitigate the DoS attack.
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2) DoS Attacks on the Network Layer: DoS
attacks on network layer generally fall into three
categories: resource deprivation, routing disruption,
and forwarding rejection.
In a resource deprivation attack, malicious nodes can
inject extra control or data packets into the network.
For example, if AODV is used for a MANET; a
malicious node may keep sending different RREQ
messages to its neighbors. Since the sequence
numbers or fake destination addresses can be
changed each time, an attacker's neighbors are not
able to discern if these messages are fake ones or new
requests, such that they have to forward to their
neighbors and so forth. If the malicious node sends
these fake messages at a high rate, its neighbors have
to spend much resources, such as bandwidth, CPU
cycles, and battery energy, to handle these fake
messages.
A slightly less aggressive version of this
attack was presented in [9] where a malicious node
keeps initiating route discovery requests at a lower
rate but ignores any reply to them. The simulation
results in [9] shown that this malicious control packet
flooding attack degrades the network performance.
Besides the control packet flooding attack, a
malicious node can also inject a large number of junk
data packets into the route to consume the resource
of intermediate routing nodes. Reference [8] studied
this attack and proposed an on-demand and hop-byhop source authentication protocol in forwarding
packets, so called SAF, to mitigate this attack.
In a route disruption attack, malicious nodes
may send forged routing packets to mislead the route
selection.A typical example of this attack is
BlackHole [6], [12], [16], in which an attacker
launching the BlackHole attack could route all
packets for some destination to itself and then discard
them. Another type of routing disruption attack is so
called wormhole, studied in [4]. To launch the
wormhole attack, two malicious nodes M1 and M2
are needed to collaborate via a private network
connection, e.g., Ethernet cable, such that M1 can
forward the packets received from other nodes
directly to M2 through the wormhole and M2 can
rebroadcast the forwarded packets to another area of
the network. A scheme called packetleashes was
proposed to defend against the wormhole in [4].
The Rushing attack was introduced in [5]. To
launch the rushing attack, a malicious node
disseminates RREPs faster than other nodes. When
cooperative nodes receive the later arrived RREPs,
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they will treat these legitimate RREQs as the
duplicates and drop them. Reference [5] also
presented a rushing attack prevention protocol (RAP)
to thwart this attack. Compared with the resource
deprivation and route disruption attack, malicious
nodes launching forwarding rejection attacks may
comply with all routing procedures. The JellyFish
attack was introduced and studied thoroughly in [6].
A malicious node launching JellyFish attacks may
keep active in both route discovering and packet
forwarding in order to prevent it from detection and
diagnosis, but the malicious node can attack the
traffic via itself by reordering packets, dropping
packets periodically, or increasing jitters. The
Jellyfish attack is especially harmful to TCP traffic in
that cooperative nodes can hardly differentiate these
attacks from the network congestion. Reference [6]
also described that malicious nodes may even abuse
directional antenna and dynamic power techniques to
avoid upstream nodes to detect their misbehaviors of
dropping packets. A concept of self healing
community in [11] was claimed to be able to mitigate
the directional and dynamic power transmission
attack, which requires the network interface stay in
the promiscuous mode; however, in military ad hoc
networks, setting network interface cards as the
promiscuous mode enables nodes to become sniffers
or eavesdroppers, which may lead to other potential
security threats.
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distance of more than one-hop away. In this case, we
say node u is isolated by its selfish or failed
neighbors.

(a)

(b)

Figure. 1. Node Isolated by Misbehaving Neighborhood

Case II: As shown in Fig. 1(b), one of the
neighbors of node µ is a malicious node, e.g., x2 is a
BlackHole. When AODV is used as the routing
protocol, node u discovers the route to node v by
RREQ messages. Then node x2 may send a fake
RREP message claiming that itself is only one-hop
away from node v. In consequence, node x2 is treated
by node u as its next hop, and the BlackHole x2 just
drops all packets from node µ. In fact, only one
BlackHole neighbor x2 is sufficient to trap all traffic
initiated from node u if the destination is beyond
node µ's one-hop neighborhood. Furthermore, a
BlackHole node, such as x2, is able to trap all traffics
of its neighbors, which implies that a BlackHole node
may isolate all its neighbors.

Node Isolation Problem

The connectivity of an ad hoc network is the
prerequisite of all multi-hop network operations.
When a node has no neighbors, the node is said to be
isolated from an ad hoc network. Obviously, the
problem of node isolation resulting from lacking
active neighbors is a direct reason for network
partitioning. In MANETs, malicious nodes can
launch DoS attacks, which can isolate a node even if
the isolated node has active neighbors. In this
section, we will reveal the impact of DoS attacks on
the connectivity of MANETs by providing an indepth analysis on the node isolation problem.
In the following context, we use the BlackHole
and Jellyfish attack as the representatives of routing
disruption attacks and forwarding rejection attacks,
respectively.
Case I: In the scenario shown in Fig. 1(a), some
of neighboring nodes of node u are failed or selfish
nodes. It is clear that if all neighbors of node u are
selfish or failed, there is no way for node u to
establish communications with other nodes at a
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Case III: A JellyFish node may reorder,
delay or drop partial packets expected to be
forwarded, which may cause packet loss in turn. Let
us take an example in Fig. 1(b) where TCP is used as
the transport layer protocol. Suppose that node x2 is a
JellyFish, and node u starts to communicate with
node v after a path via the JellyFish node is
established. Then the DoS attacks launched by node
x2 will cause packet loss and break off the
communications between nodes µ and v eventually.
Nevertheless, it is still possible for node µ to
communicate with other nodes if the JellyFish
neighbor is not
the next hop.
From the analysis above, we know that DoS
attacks can cause node isolation problem. Generally,
if every neighbor of a node is selfish, malicious, or
failed, the node is isolated; further, as long as a node
has one BlackHole neighbor, the node is also
isolated. Therefore, DoS attacks have severe impact
on the connectivity of ad hoc networks. We will
derive the probability that a node is isolated under
DoS attacks.
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Probability of Node Isolation

From the discussion in the previous section, we know
that when all of the neighbors of a node u are either
selfish or failed, or if the node u has at least one
BlackHole neighbor, then the node u will be isolated.
This implies that the node isolation probability can
be derived with regard to the number
of different neighbors.
Let S
M(malicious),

{C (cooperative), S(selfish),

F(failed)} be a set of four types of mobile nodes,
we introduce the following notations:
D(u) the number of all neighbors of node u ^ni(u) the
number of u's neighbors in type i, i S

^nBH(u) the number of node u's BlackHole neighbors
^nJF (u) the number of node u's JellyFish neighbors
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Prob(^nBH ≥ 1|D = d) = 1 - (1 - PBH)d.
(2)
The second item in (1) can be obtained by:
Prob(^ng = d|D = d) = (1 - Pc - PBH)d.
(3)
where Pc is the probability of a node being
cooperative, which can be obtained by the semiMarkov node behavior model proposed in [16]. By
combining (2) and (3), we can rewrite (1) as:
Prob(Y1|D = d) = 1- (1-PBH)d + (1- Pc - PBH)d.
(4)
The effects of Pc and d on the probability of node
isolation are shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, we can
see that the probability of node isolation is inversely
proportional to Pc given the fixed node degree, and
may be proportional to d if Pc is fixed.

Here we have ^nm(u) = ^nBH(u) + ^nJF (u) by
considering only two types of malicious nodes,
BlackHole and Jellyfish nodes, for simplicity. Then
we have the following proposition:
Proposition 1: Given a node u with d
neighbors, i.e.,
D(u) = d, node u is isolated from the network if
^nBH(u) ≥ 1or ^ns(u) + ^nJF (u) + ^nf (u) = d.
Let Y1 denote the event that a node u is isolated,
^ng =
^ns(u)+^nJF (u)+^nf (u), by Proposition 1, we can
obtain the probability that node u being isolated,
given D(u) = d, as
Prob(Y1|D(u) = d) = Prob(^nBH(u) _
1jD(u) = d)
+Prob(^ng(u) = d|D(u) = d.
(1)
To be concisely, we omit the notation u in the
following derivations. Let PBH denote the probability
of a node being a BlackHole, then the first item in (1)
can be obtained as:
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Figure. 2. Effects of Pc and d on node isolation probability.

Although increasing the node degree is a typical
method to guarantee the network connectivity, we
can see clearly, from the analysis above, that
increasing the node degree may impact the network
connectivity due to the potential DoS attacks
launched by malicious nodes. Therefore, for
MANETs, especially for military networks,
mitigating node misbehaviors and thwarting DoS
attacks are more challenging than topology control
and network management.
IV. Dynamic DoS ATTACKS AND IMPATCTS
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In the existing literature, DoS attacks such as
BlackHole or JellyFish are studied without
considering the node mobility or potential attack
propagation, thus they are called static DoS attacks.
However, malicious nodes may be able to move
around the entire network, to adjust transmission
power dynamically, or even to propagate DoS attacks
by compromising their cooperative neighbors.
Therefore, the DoS attacks may become dynamic in
terms of the expansion of attack coverage and the
propagation of attack impact. In this section, we
introduce dynamic DoS attacks by beginning with
several examples, then reveal its devastating impact
on MANETs.


Examples of Dynamic DoS Attacks

 Dynamic DoS Attack Using Node Mobility:
The impact of DoS attacks may be spread by the
mobility of malicious nodes. As shown in Fig. 3
(Left), a malicious node m attacks its three neighbors
v1; v2 and v3 _rst. After node m prevents the
communications between its neighbors and other
cooperative nodes, node m may move to another
place, as shown in Fig. 3 (Right), continuing to
launch DoS attacks against its new neighbors. If the
malicious node u moves into an area with a higher
node density, then more cooperative nodes may
become the victims of DoS attacks.
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message to node s and claim itself only one-hop away
from the destination d. This is a variant of BlackHole
attack but more aggressive in that it affects the
cooperative nodes beyond one-hop neighborhood.

Figure. 4. DoS attack enhanced by dynamic power control.

3) Dynamic DoS Attack Using Worm-like
Propagation: We believe that a malicious may be
even able to compromise other cooperative nodes by
probing vulnerability and sending some selfexecutable codes, such as worms. A malicious node
can compromise its neighbors, and then these
compromised neighbors become interior attackers.
Further, these compromised nodes may be used to
compromise their neighbors continuously. By this
way, DoS attacks can spread to a large area of the
network or even the entire network, which is shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure. 5. DoS attack propagation by compromising immediate
neighbors.

Figure. 3. DoS attack enhanced by malicious nodes movement.

2) Dynamic DoS Attack Using Power
Management: When malicious nodes have the ability
to adjust their transmission powers dynamically, then
they can change their transmission ranges to enlarge
the attack coverage. For example, in Fig.4, a source
node s needs to communicate with a destination node
d. Then node s sends route discovery requests to its
neighbors. When a malicious node m receives the
forwarded request message, it can immediately
increase its transmission power such that it can reach
node s in one hop by increasing transmission range
from R to R'. Next node m can unicast a route reply
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Instead of compromising the immediate
neighbors, a malicious node may take the advantage
of its cooperative neighbors to forward its malicious
codes to the nodes of two-hop away, as shown in Fig.
6. By this selective compromisation, a malicious
node can propagate
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DoS attacks even faster. In a more severe case,
cooperative nodes are isolated with each other, while
malicious nodes and newly compromised nodes can
communicate via these isolated cooperative nodes. In
other words, adversaries may deploy an overlay
network on the original network efficiently by
propagating DoS attacks dynamically and selectively.
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to j, respectively, for i; j
S, then the process {Z(t)}
can be described by a transition probability matrix P =
(pij) and a transition time distribution matrix

F(t) = (Fij (t)). P = (pij ) and F(t) = (Fij (t)) are
given by:
(5)
where Fij (t) is the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of Tij for i; j
model is presented
in Figure. 7.

S. The semi-Markov attack

Figure. 6. DoS attack propagation by compromising non-adjacent
nodes.

In order to evaluate the impact of dynamic
DoS attacks, we introduce a simple attack
propagation model right next.


Dynamic DoS Attack Propagation Model

To evaluate the propagation of dynamic DoS
attacks, we want to know how likely and how fast a
cooperative node can become malicious, and how
long a malicious node will stay in a network to
launch DoS attacks. Thus, we use a simplified
version of the semi-Markov node behavior model
proposed in [16] as the dynamic DoS attack model to
facilitate our analysis in this paper. In our model, a
node may operate at three states, i.e., cooperative,
malicious, and failed, which comprise a state set S
={C,M,F}. When a cooperative node is
compromised, it transits from cooperative to
malicious state. A cooperative node can become
failed directly due to energy depletion. We assume
that no mechanism is used to turn a malicious node
into a cooperative one, so a malicious node will
become failed at last once it runs out of energy.
While, in our model, we assume that a failed node
can become cooperative again after battery
recharging. Hence, the behavior transition process
described above can be defined by a semi-Markov
process {Z(t)} with state space S. In the process
{Z(t)}, the transition of states follows an embedded
Markov chain and the transition time between two
successive states may not be distributed
exponentially. Let pij and Tij be the transition
probability and transition time from state i
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Figure. 7. Semi-Markov attack propagation model.

We are interested in the stochastic property of the
propagation rate of dynamic DoS attacks, so we only
address the transition time distributions in this paper.
In particular, we focus on the distributions of the
transit time from cooperative to malicious state, and
the transit time from malicious to failed state, i.e.,
Fcm (t) and Fmf (t).
In fact, Fmf (t) is the distribution of a malicious
node's lifetime. We recall that in reliability
engineering, the lifetime distribution of a system is
widely modeled by Weibull distribution [17]. Thus
we use Weibull distribution for Fmf (t). To determine
Fcm (t), we consider the fact that port probing is a
commonly used method by attackers to find the
vulnerabilities of a system before the system can be
compromised. As port probing progresses, less and
less unscanned ports are left, then the potential
vulnerabilities are more likely to be found. This
process is similar as the process that a system's
residual lifetime decreases gradually as less and less
energy left and the system is failed once energy
depletes. Thus, Fcm (t) can be treated as a lifetime
distribution and defined by Weibull distribution as
well. The Weibull function used in this paper is
known as the two-parameter Weibull distribution,
defined as
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W(α,β) = 1 - exp( - (t/β)α),
(6)
where α and β are usually called the slope (or
shape) parameter and scale parameter,
respectively. It is known that the mean of the
Weibull distribution can be presented as µ =
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Fig. 8 and 9, we can see that when these parameters
(α= 2, βcm = 8, βmf = 10) are chosen, the Weibull
function in (7) match very well with the simulation
results. The CDF plots show clearly how likely a
node is compromised after a certain time. Further, the
distribution can also be used to estimate the number
of compromised nodes. For example, in Fig. 8, the
probability that a node becomes malicious within 10s
is almost 0:8, which also implies that 80% of nodes
will become malicious within 10s if they are
compromised. In the next section, we will

β (1 + 1/α), where
(.) is the gamma
function. Thus, let µcm and µmf be the mean of
Tcm and Tmf, respectively, and then we have

Fcm(t) = W(α, µcm/
Fmf (t) = W α, µmf/

(1 + 1=α))
(1 + 1=α))

(7)
To validate the analysis, we use NS2 (v2.28)
and MATLAB (v7.0) to perform the simulations. The
simulation area is set to 500 _ 2000m2, on which 200
nodes with transmission range of 150m are
distributed uniformly and randomly. IEEE 802.11
and AODV are used for medium access control and
routing protocol, respectively. The total simulation
time is set to 2000s. The initial energy of each node
is set to 10Joule which provides each node a lifetime
around 20s (from the simulation results). When a
node runs out of energy, its energy is reset to the
initial energy level again after a recovery time delay
averaged in 1s. All nodes are set to be cooperative
initially, while 2 of them are randomly selected to
become malicious after the simulation begins. Once a
node becomes malicious, one of its neighbors will
become malicious after an average time of 2s, which
imitates the process of a malicious node
compromising its cooperative neighbor and the
compromised node continuing the compromisation.
From the simulation results, the average
transition time from cooperative to malicious state
and that from malicious to failed state are 7:13s and
8:76s, i.e., µcm = 7:13s and µmf = 8:76s,
respectively. If let α = 2,
then we have βcm ≈ 8 and βmf ≈10 by using µ = β
(1 + 1/α). We depict the distribution of
Tcm from simulation results and the Weibull function
W (2, 8) in Fig. 8, and depict the distribution of Tmf
with the Weibull function W (2,10) in Fig. 9. From
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Figure. 8. Distribution of Tcm.

Figure. 9. Distribution of Tmf.

discuss how fast DoS attacks may propagate in
realistic ad hoc networks based on the model
proposed in this section and some previous studies
on worms.


Discussions
Propagation

on

Dynamic

DoS

Attack

As we mentioned in Section IV-A, besides
launching DoS attacks, a malicious node may also
compromise other nodes by using malcodes (like
worms). For example, the Code-Red II worm [18]
installs backdoors on the infected machines such that
the infected machines could be used as zombies. For
future DoS attacks. In [19], it was shown that it takes
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only 2 to 5 minutes in average for an attacker to find
out known vulnerability of a system. Consider the
transmission rate in ad -hoc networks is usually
much lower than that in wired network, we
conservatively assume that it takes 5 minutes in
average for a malicious node to compromise its
neighbors, i.e.,
µcm = 5 mins. If the malicious node has enough
information to compute a spanning tree rooted at
itself over the entire network, called propagation tree
in the following context, then DoS attacks can be
propagated from the root to all leaves. If the
propagation tree is binary and balanced, then we
know the lower bound of the tree depth is Θ (log2 N)
if the system size is N. So we have an asymptotic
propagation time as µcm Θ (log2 N), for example, for
a network with 1000 nodes, DoS attacks may
propagate to the entire network within one hour (5 x
log2 1000 < 60). If the propagation tree is not
balanced or has a long branch, then DoS attacks need
longer time to spread in this case. As an extreme
case, the tree is a chain, then the asymptotic
propagation time is µcm Θ (N), which may longer
than the maximum lifetime of mobile nodes. If the
propagation tree is not limited to binary, then the
depth of the tree may be even shorter then Θ (log2
N), so that the propagation speed increases in this
case. In general, if the network is d-regular or the
average degree of the network is d, then we have the
propagation time as µcm. Θ (log d N) asymptotically.
Since it is more likely for a malicious node to
compute a balanced or multi-branch tree in a dense
network than a sparse network, we know that the
propagation of DoS attacks may be faster in a dense
network than that in a sparse network even the dense
network has a larger system size.
Further, a malicious node in the central part of a
network may impact the connectivity more severely
than that in the border of the network because it can
have more neighbors to be compromised. However,
we notice that the propagation speed may slow down
when more and more nodes are compromised. To
explain this, we consider that as long as a cooperative
node is compromised, it can launch DoS attacks as
described in Section III. Therefore, these
accumulated DoS attacks may impact network
connectivity severely and isolate more and more
nodes. By this way, the propagation of DoS attacks
can .starve. its own propagation when the number of
compromised nodes saturates to a certain level.
Nevertheless, if malicious nodes compromise their
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cooperative neighbors selectively and wisely, like
two-hop away only, then malicious nodes can exploit
cooperative nodes to propagate malicious codes, such
that DoS attacks can be spread without slowing down
the speed.
We notice that mobility can mitigate the impact
of static DoS attacks, for example, once a cooperative
node moves out of the attack scope of a malicious
node (with or without knowing the existence of the
malicious node), then this node can continue
communications with other nodes. Nevertheless, the
mobility of a malicious node may be higher than
other cooperative nodes such that a malicious node
can enlarge its DoS attack scope by traversing a
network.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first described the static DoS attacks
on the link layer and network layer in MANETs.
Then we analyzed the node isolation problem
resulting from DoS attacks, and derived the
probability of node isolation consequently. By
considering the mobility of malicious nodes and
potential propagation of DoS attacks, we introduced a
new DoS attack, called dynamic DoS attack, by
examples. These examples illustrated how dynamic
DoS attacks can be launched by malicious nodes that
take the advantage of power control or high mobility.
The examples also have shown how dynamic DoS
attacks may propagate by compromising cooperative
nodes. To evaluate the propagation speed of dynamic
DoS attacks, we introduced an attack model based on
a simple semi-Markov process and shown that the
transition time from cooperative to malicious state
can be defined by a Weibull distribution. After the
analysis the dynamic DoS attack propagation, we
found that: if the average time to compromise a node
is denoted µcm, for a network of N nodes with an
average degree of d, then the time of propagating a
DoS attack to the entire network is µcm. Θ (log d N).
The result implies that dynamic DoS attacks spread
much faster in dense networks than in sparse
networks given the fixed network size N, and for a
constant node density the speed does not decrease
substantially even if the network size N increases
greatly. As a conclusion, the dynamic DoS attack is a
more challenging issue for resilient MANETs design.
VI.
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